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The Nation's Best College Newspaper

The BG News
BRIEFLY

by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Rape reported: Police

The February mercury spill at
Overman Hall was a costly mishap
for the University, with preliminary
cost estimates placed at $250,000.
University officials will meet with
project managers today to determine
the actual cost.
However, Vice President of Operations Robert Martin estimated the actual cleanup will be about a quarter of
a million dollars.
' 'What we're doing is the cost of the
operation and not the allocation of
cost," Martin said. "The next phase is
to see who gets to share in the joy of
paying for it."
Insurance companies may share in
paying for the damage with liability
payments of the workers who had
Seen renovating Overman when the
spill occurred.
Allocation of the cost will be determined "within a few weeks," he
said.
The $250,000 figure includes estimates for Consolidated Environmental Services and O.H. Materials, Inc.
—the two companies which handled
the spill.
The top two floors of Overman,
which were under renovation at the
time of the spill, will leased back to
contractors within two weeks to continue work on the building, Martin
said. The modifications — now six to
eight weeks behind schedule—should
be completed sometime in May, he
said.

are investigating a report of
rape at the Gypsy Lane Estates
trailer park Saturday night.
A University student is
suspected in the rape of a
15-year-old Gypsy Lane Estate's
resident at the trailer park over
the weekend.

STATE
Kent anniversary:

Kent State University is
expecting an emotion-charged
week as it marks the 20th
anniversary of the shooting
deaths of four students and
wounding of nine others by
National Guardsmen during an
anti-war protest.
University police are gearing
up with more officers to nandle
traffic and parking with the
approach of the anniversary on
Friday, when the university will
dedicate a memorial to the
shootings on May 4,1970.

NATION
Ambassador

dealings: Fred M. Zeder
n, a close friend of President
Bush and the head of a
government agency, secretly set
up a private company to do
business in the Pacific islands in
1986 while serving as U.S.
ambassador to the region,
according to records and
interviews.

Shuttle touchdown:

Hostage release? A

group calling itself the
Organization of Islamic Dawn in
Lebanon announced Sunday it
will free American hostage
Frank Reed within 48 hours and
said he will carry a message for
the U.S. government.
Compiled from local and wire
reports
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Mercury cleanup costly

CAMPUS

Discovery glided safely back to
Earth on Sunday, landing at
Edwards Air Force Base in
California with new brakes after
launching the $1.5 billion Hubble
Space Telescope to search for
clues to the universe's creation.
The shuttle touched down on a
15,00-eoot concrete runway at
this Mojave Desert military
base at 6:49 a.m. after a
slackening of 40 mph winds that
threatened to delay the landing.

Monday

BG News/Mark Deckard
Workers were interrupted while renovating Overman Hall by a mercury spill, which
will cost University officials about $250,000 to clean up.

If the final cost is placed near
$250,000, it only will be slightly more
than original estimates, which Director of Public Relations Clifton Boutelle said came to $240,000.
University officials have been
working on ways to prevent similiar
incidents in the future, Martin said.
D See Mercury, page 5.

New parking plan outlined
the campus core is integral to the
parking plan, he said, and the visitors
information center and the shuttle bus
The administration's somewhat
are the backbone of the plan.
controversial parking plan should not
"There's a strong tradition for very
endanger students and eventually will convenient parking," he said, "but
lead to the destruction of some parkthat perception needs to be changed."
ing lots on campus.
However, if faculty and students
With more students, faculty and
adjust to parking away from campus
visitors parking in Lot 6 (near the
and riding the bus to campus and
football stadium) some parking lots
back, convenience might be achieved.
on campus will become green lawns
No longer will people have to roam
or locations for buildings, according
and wait for easy-access parking, he
to Robert Martin, vice president of
said.
operations.
As the need for on-campus parking
Alleviating parking congestion at
is intentionally decreased lots such as

by James A. Tinker
staff writer

Lot G (between the Business Administration building and the Commons)
and lot A (between Hanna Hall and
Kohl Hall will be gone, he said.
Lot A will probably be the site of an
academic building if the University
continues to expand, he said.
A particularly sore point of the
comprehensive parking plan is forcing all freshmen — beginning next fall
— to park in Lot 6.
Undergraduate Student Government President Kevin Coughlin has
been stressing the need for adequate
safety for freshmen. He fears there
C: See Parking, page 20.
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Success takes work
Graduation: It doesn 't hit you
'til it hits you and then it's too
late.
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Summer's
Top 10
X he papers have been written, the
novels read, the final exams finished,
the apartment/dorm room cleaned,
and the car packed.
It's finally here: Summertime.
For those who are not looking forward to those 115 long, hot days at
home, and cannot wait to return to
campus in August here are the Top
Ten reasons to enjoy summer:
10. There's no $600,000 Visitor's Information Center at the end of your
driveway.
9. Your mom doesn't serve diamond-cut cod on bun.
8. Brother Jed doesn't make housecalls.
7. You still won't get a chance to
meet University President Paul Olscamp.
6. You can take your gerbil out of
hiding — hockey season is over.
5. Kevin Coughlin won't follow you
home.
4. Your parents don't lock the side
door of the nouse 24 hours every day.
3. You can't paint the rocks in your
backyard.
2. You don't need to leave your hazards on to park in your garage.
1. The BG News isn't home-delivered

A four-year commitment at
the age of 18 seems like a long
time, but the familiar phrase
time flies when you're having
fun must have been written by
someone who just graduated
from college.
The first year is detrimental
to the rest of your college career. This is the foundation for
your stay at the University.
Without a solid foundation, you
have nothing on which to build.
If you use the haphazard approach, it may collapse under
you as a sophomore or junior. If
you tackle being a freshman enthusiastically, then everything
else — if you keep working—fits
into place like a Finelyconstructed jigsaw puzzle.
You can't use the excuse, "Oh,
I'm just a freshman, it really
doesn't matter what I do now/'
You need hopes, dreams and
goals to motivate you toward
success. Without these, those
long days can drone on in the
wicked Bowling Green wind.
If it's too late for you as a
freshmen, the key is work harder because it's never too late.
My challenge to everyone who
remains at this University is to
challenge yourselves. I know
you're asking "who are you to
challenge me to do anything?"
My answer: a senior who — four
days away from graduation
—wouldn't change a thing about
her college life, except add a few
hours to everyday so I would
have been able to accomplish
even more.
Another crucial point to college is enjoying why you're

here, which, contrary to popular
belief, is to get a degree. Sometimes the problem lies in what
type of degree you're getting.
Life tends to be a little more
productive when your career is
one of the most important things
to you — it should be. There are
millions of things you could do;
find something that turns you
on. It doesn't matter what others
will think or even how much
money you make, because you're the one who has to do it for the
rest of your life and hopefully
that will be a long time.

Viewpoint
by
Amy
Burkett
guest
columnist

I was lucky enough to know
what I wanted to do from the
time I got here. I never changed
my mind along the way, so that
was a big help toward achieving
the things I set out to do. It is not
a necessity to have your life
mapped out from the time you
get here, but it is important to
figure it out early so you don't
get lost along the way.
Being a journalist, to me, is
the most important thing in the
world. I know there isn't a lot of
money involved, but for me, its

pure satisfaction knowing I can
make a difference. I have to confess, as a freshmen, I didn't really know what I was in for. but I
knew I liked what I saw. I decided I was going to get involved
right away and started volunteering at The BG News.
This was the best thing I ever
could have done. I was learning
about my chosen profession
through experience — something no textbook ever can teach
you.
The newspaper began to control my life, which was not exactly what I wanted. While other
students were out enjoying the
sun, I was trying to get in touch
with campus administrators,
who also were probably enjoying the sun because they were
never in their offices, in time to
meet deadline. Every once in a
while, I resented the paper, but
just when I would be ready to
give up, something great would
happen to challenge me even
more.
Anyone who said being a
manager was easy, obviously
never managed a daily newspaper run by students. I learned
so much through my experiences here. Gratification is
rarely instant, but if you work
hard enough it comes with time.
My hard work in college will
really pay off in the real world if
and when I'm successful. But
the key is that my hard work
can't stop or I'll never make it.
Everyone has dreams, but the
truely special people are those
who turn their dreams into realityBurkett is a graduating
broadcast journalism major
from Uhrichsville, O.
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Faculty and staff support grape boycott
To the Editor:
We wish to add our support to
the students who are advocating
a boycott of California grapes.
We are pleased to see University
students who are willing to
spend their time for an unselfish
endeavor. It is students like
these who help make this world
an even better place to live. We
further believe that the University should recognize all students who have undertaken the
responsibility of promoting
social justice and that the University should encourage stu-

dents to become involved.
Dceplke Karle, English
Donna Nelson, English
Doris Davenport, English
Ellen Berry, English
Thomas Klein, English
Leland Miller, Computer Science
Mohammad Dadfar, Computer Science
Ann-Marie Lancaster, Computer Science
Diane Crowe, Computer Science
Judy Miller, Student Health

Center

Paul Haas, Economics
Susan Davenport Darrow,
Honors Program
Philip Terrie, American Culture Studies
Jim Litwin, Institutional Studies
Bill Thompson, United Christian Fellowship
Judith Davidson, Ethnic Studies
Angela Lindley, Library
R. Errol Lam, Library
Irene Farr, Library.
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USG plans for summer Fries win
by Mall Mighcll
staff writer

Ideas transform into action during
the summer, according to the leaders
of Undergraduate Student Government who are already preparing for
the students' return
in the fall.
USG Vice President Linda Schnetzer said pages of
new ideas for next
Sear are waiting to
e organized.
"I'm going to be
researching all the
ideas people Cou
,
brought to me Sur0hl,n
ing the (USG election) campaign and
I'm going to figure out how I can use
them," she said.
Schnetzer said she also will be
gathering campus safety information
from other campus safety programs.
"I'm going to utilize some people
that I know at other campuses to find
out about programs that I know are
successful, she said.
USG President Kevin Coughlin said
he expects to make bi-weekly trips to
the University throughout the summer to prepare for the new fall USG
senators.
A fall retreat is scheduled for the
senators and cabinet members to
iron-out the year's new ideas, he said.
New ideas must be scrutinized and
the weaker ones thrown-out to avoid
the danger of trying to do too many
things at once, Coughlin said.
"You do have to have an agenda,
but you have to have a focus to that

agenda," he said. "Otherwise you get
involved with so many things ... you
will fail, because you just won't be
able to manage it after a while,"
Coughlin said.
The questions about what to expect
next year from USG will not be answered until the year starts, Coughlin
said, " but (ideas) will be ready right
when we come back, and kind of refined right after the retreat."
"There's so many things floating
around in our heads," he said. "It's
going to take a lot of discussion to get
them worked out."
The controversial 1990 parking proposal will receive opposition from
USG this summer, Coughlin said, although more emphasis is being appliedto amending the proposal rather
than trying to abolish it.
The proposal requires freshmen to
park only in Lot 6, which poses convenience and safety problems for students having to return to their residences after the shuttle bus and escort services have ended for the night,
Coughlin said. "Before we leave this
semester, there are some safety
things we would like to see implemented if they (administrators) are
going to go ahead with the proposal,"
Schnetzer said. "We're not going to
back down."
"There would have to be more
lights, more phones," she said. "My
ideal solution would be to see a security guard in the lot from 12:304:30
a.m."
In addition to meetings concerning
parking, Coughlin said he will be improving relations with other University leaders.
"The best part about summer is

that you can take that opportunity to
have meetings and become aquainted
with people you're going to be working with tor the next year," Coughlin
said. "Your Faculty Senate leadership and your campus safety director
— people like that who you will need
down the road."
Schnetzer said her work with the
Adopt-A-Block city-wide trash clean
up will continue next year, but in an
advisory position.
"I'm still going to work with the
program, but (USG senator) Roger
McCarthy will completely take
charge of the expansion," she said.
The program will not be running
during the summer, but will continue
and expand in the fall, Schnetzer said.
The newly devised Faculty and
Course Evaluation Booklet will be entering its final stages during the
summer, Coughlin said.
The book will list student evaluations of faculty members and University courses, and will be available
during the fall semester.
During the summer the booklet will
go from USG to the Student Activities
Research and Evaluation Office
which is hired to tabulate the information sent in by nearly 1,500 students.
Dave Stofka, USG cabinet member
who is co-coordinating the booklet,
said the actual information from students will not be entered into the
computer until after final exams this
week.
"The (evaluation) cards can still be
sent in if students want, right up utill
the end of finals," Stofka said.
The entire cost of the booklet will
not exceed $10,000, Coughlin said.

Sigma Kappas to colonize
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

The University's Greek system is
welcoming Sigma Kappa sorority to
campus next fall to accommodate the
increasing number of women who
wish to partake in the Greek system.
The need to expand the sorority
system first arose after the Alpha Delta Pi sorority charter was revoked
last year, decreasing the number of
Sledge openings by 95, according to
oAnne Arnholt, assistant director of
Greek Life.
Another reason the new sorority
was desired was because of the 10
percent increase in the number of
women pledging the system each fall,
she said.
The sorority will go through nonformal Rush in mid-September or
early October, Arnholt said.
The expansion process began last
January when a Panhellenic Expansion Committee was formed at the
request of the Panhellenic Council
and has met periodically for the past
four months. The committee consisted of one member from each of the

13 sororities at the University.
The goal of the committee was to
set up a system of criteria to judge
sororities and recommend one to
Panhel to colonize at the University,
with Panhel's approval.
The committee sent questionnaires
to each of the 12 national sororities not
established at the University. Sigma
Sigma Sigma and Sigma Kappa responded by sending informational
packets.
The committee then had the options
to invite only one sorority based on informational packets alone or to invite
both sororities to campus to give formal presentations before making a
recommendation.
Due to the $3,000 cost of a sorority
giving a presentation, that option was
ruled out by the committee.
However, the committee was not
satisfied with the information presented in the packets. At a meeting
held on April 12, the committee decided to write to the sororities to obtain additional information.
Since the end of the semester was
corning to a close, the committee disbanded for the semester and decided
to reconvene in the fall.

Nicki Ponlman, Panhellenic Expansion Committee chairwoman, decided instead to call the sororities to
obtain the necessary information.
Ponlman said the information was
sent to them overnight, allowing the
committee to meet one more time to
reach a recommendation decision.
"With the additional information, I
could see we were more secure to
make a recommendation," Ponlman
said.
Arnholt said there were three important criteria which helped the
committee choose Sigma Kappa.
"They really looked heavily at the
fact that they would have a national
consultant for a whole year and then
regular visits by the national council," she said.
"When we got the information back,
we still felt the Sigma Kappa packet
was superior and more thorough,"
she said.
The committee also liked the educational programming of the sorority,
specifically the Aware program,
which is the alcohol a warness program, Arnholt said.

student
vacation
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

Debbie Klimczac can go anywhere
in the world she wants to, thanks to
her appetite.
Klimczak, sophomore accounting
major, won one of the free trips to
anywhere in the world Delta Airlines
flies to after playing the McDonalds'
Fries Surprise Game.
Originally from Whitehouse, O.,
Klimczak was driving through Toledo
with her parents after having her
taxes done. Hungry, she asked her
parents to stop at the McDonalds on
Secor Avenue as they drove by.
"The only reason I went to that
McDonalds was because I went to do
my taxes and I had the munchies really bad," she said.
Since they were planning to go out
to dinner in a few hours, Klimczak \s
parents did not want to stop. She persisted, however, and convinced them
to go by the drive-thru and order her a
hamburger and french fries.
When Klimczak peeled the winning
sticker off the french fries carton, she
could not believe she actually won,
and showed the sticker to her mother.
"I didn't believe it," she said. "I
didn't want to get up my hopes for
nothing."
Excited, Klimczak's mother decided to return to McDonalds.
When Klimczak and her mother
showed the employees the sticker,
they would not verify she won. Instead, she filled out a form and sent it
with the winning sticker to McDonalds in California.
Two weeks later, a Toledo advertising firm, Fahlgan and Seink, contacted Klimczak and informed her she
won.
Klimczak offered the the free trip to
her parents, but they would not accept
Out of all the places in the world she
can go, Klimczak narrowed her
choices to two destinations.
"I want to go to Europe or Australia," she said.
Klimczak is allowed to bring one
person with her on the trip, and she
might bring her 18-year-old brother or
best friend, she said.
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Stress from finals can be reduced
by Heather Felly and Emily Schroeder
staff writers

The scene for the week of finals is
fast approaching and the one ingredient this University is full of is
STRESS!
The end of the semester has arrived
and students once again face the challenge of finals. Part of this challenge
is coping with the stress which accompanies them.
According to Dr. Joshua Kaplan,
director of the Student Health Center,

stress is not necessarily harmful—
the problem begins when it becomes
excessive.
In agreement with this idea is Molly
Laflin, associate professor of health.
"Some people like stress better and
procrastinate just so they can get that
rush" so their performance is increased,"Laflinsaid. "However, too
much stress will decrease students
ability to perform successfully."
If too much stress is bad for students then what can be done?
According to Kaplan and Laflin,
there are a number of steps which

UNIVERSITY

UNION

wishes to Thank you
for your patronage

GOOD LUCK TO THE GRADUATES
We look forward to serving you
this summer and again this fall

students can take to avoid added
stress:
a brisk walk,
O muscle relaxation skills,
D meditation,
□ yoga,
i ; healthy diet.
In addition to these suggestions
some surprising facts exist.
While many students turn to caffeine during finals week, what they
think actually is helping them, is hurting them.
I recommend avoiding caffeine
completely," Kaplan said. "It isan
irritant to the digestive and nervous
systems and causes heartburn, stomacheaches, and physical discomfort."
With the added effects caffeine has
on the body, it can also act as a deterrant for sleep.
Whereas sleep may not be a top
priority for students during finals
week it is recommended they get at
least three to four hours a night so
they can be successful on their
exams, Kaplan said.

The old saying,' 'laughter is the best
medicine'' may not be so far from the
truth.
According to Kaplan, laughter is
the best stress reliever.
He recommends doing anything
which makes students laugh such as
reading a book or listening to a tape.
Along with these suggestions there
is one other remedy for stress.
When students are trying to read,
write, or study for their exams they
can practice "the calming response."
This technique requires the student to
close his eyes and breathe in and say
"I feel calm" then breathe out and
say "I feel relaxed" for about 30 seconds, Laflin said.
This can be used by students to free
their minds of clutter. Many times
student's minds are overloaded to the
point they are not able to concentrate
on their studies.
"One thing which students need to
remember is to take care of themselves, and think about how important
it will be 10 years from now," Laflin
said.

American Red Cross

JH

Please give blood.

COLLEGE GRADUATES
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Students register for summer classes
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

Students experiencing scheduling
conflicts for summer session could
have an easier time next summer
when the number of terms is expected
to be reduced from nine to five.
Judy Donald, director of summer
workshops, said the prosed reduction
is tentative and still remains in the
planning stages.
' 'Nothing is certain as of vet—we
still have much work to do, she said.
In 1985, the University only had four
summer sessions, which increased to
five sessions in 1984, according to a
spokeswoman from the registrar's office.
"It gradually increased to the current number of nine due to student

demand," she said.
Donald also agreed students contributed to the growth of summer terms.
"The main audience for summer
consists of undergraduates trying to
catch up on classes, graduate students, transient students and teachers
in the field pursing their master's degree, "she said.
"Because the teachers usually are
in school until early June, they cannot
take classes before then," Donald
said.
Most often students experience
problems with time of day the course
is offered and overlap between terms,
Donald said.
' 'From the calls I have received,
students tell me it takes so much time
and planning to prevent schedule and
time conflicts," she said.

Although the number of terms could
be lessened, the possiblility of phone
registration on the STAR system for
summer still remains "years away,"
Donald said.

tion is May 11.
The current summer schedule is as
follows:

"We have met with people in registration and told them we want summer registration access on the
STAR." she said. "It is not top priority right now because of all the programming changes required."
The deadline for summer registra-

UMay 14-June 15,
r 1 June 18-July 20,
C iMay 18-July 20,
UMayl4-July6,
June4-July6,
U July 9-Aug. 10,
MJuneOAug. 10,
[]June4-July22,
: Uune 18-Aug. 10.

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, April 22 Thru Thursday, April 26
Sunday, April 29 Thru Thursday, May 3
Study and Relax in the privacy of your own room
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Mercury
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D Continued from page 1.

(located across from Harshman Dorm)
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"When anything like this happens,
you try and minimize the damage and
insure against other incidents, Martin said. "We've improved our on-site
response and become extremely intellegent in our handling of mercury.
These are the kind of things you want
to do after the fact"
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Checking out of apartments simple
by Lort Miller
staff writer

Students living in apartments
should not have many problems receiving their security deposits back if
they follow a few simple rules.
Tenants are given a check-list when

they first move into their apartment,
according to Scott Prephan, general
manager of R.E. Management, 505
Clough St.
The purpose of the check-list is for
students to document anything wrong
with the unit, Prephan said.
An itemized list of deductions is included with the sheet which informs

For over 80 years,
we've kept our
creamy
complexion.

students what they are responsible for
if damages occur, he said.
After the students move out, the
condition of the apartment is compared to the check sheet and if anything is damaged the students will be
charged for it, he said.
"This alleviates a lot of problems
with the students," he said. The
highest possible amount that would be
charged is put on the sheet because
many of the things — like cleaning—
are subjective.
On the average, most students
receive their full deposit back, he
said.
If tenants think there were charged
for something unfairly, they are able
to go through a very define complaint
process.
First, the complaint is put in writing and given to the landlord to be reviewed and the process extends from
there, he said.
One of the biggest problems between landlords and students is nont communication, he said.
"If they (students) never contact
us, we can't know a problem exsists,"
he said.
Doug Valentine, owner of Preferred
Properties, 835 High St., also uses a
check sheet when new tenants are
moving into his apartments. At the
end of the lease, students schedule a
checkout time to compare the condition of the apartment to the check
sheet, he said.
An itemized list of deductions is included on the sheet so students know
what they will be charged for if anything is damaged.
Some of the biggest problems Valentine has with his apartments is students fastening pictures or posters to

the wall and burnt — out light bulbs,
he said.
"The tape damages the dry wall
and makes the wall look like it was
holes and knicks in it," he said.
Valentine charges $5 for each burntout light bulb because many students
leave their apartments without refilling them, he said.
Previously, he only charged $1 for
Slight bulbs, but after having to reace 860 bulbs one year—he decided
raise the price.
To replace light bulbs in the apartments, a service request has to be
made, typed in to the computers and
someone nas to be sent out to do it,
Valentine said.
"We can't change them for $5, but
the students can, he said.
John Newlove, owner of Newlove
Real Estate, 319 E. Wooster St., said
students are not responsible for the
expected wearing on their apartment.
Similiar to the other landlords,
Newlove offers a check-sheet for students to fill out, but does not include
an itemized deduction for damages.
Newlove reviews every apartment
Slying special attention to the drapes,
tchen appliances, carpet and furniture. If something is damaged, it is
pro-rated from the originalcost and
the students are charged that price,
he said.
On the average, most of his tenants
receive their full security deposit
back, Newlove said.
"If nothing exceeds the normal
wear and tear on the apartment, the
students get their full deposit back,"
he said.
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Seniors
saying
goodbye
by Emily Schroeder
staff writer

As graduation day draws
near, excitement builds as
seniors anticipate that glorious
moment when the diploma they
have worked so hard for finally
is handed to them.
The diploma that opens so
many doors to the future is also
an end to the things most cherished during college — including
friendships.
Or is it?
Senior education major Gabrielle Blazina feels confident
she will have no trouble keeping
in touch with the people she considers to be her best friends.
"I'm sure that we'll be writing
and calling constantly this
summer, but I expect things7 to
die down a little after that?
Blazina said.
Blazina agreed that the
friends she has made in college
will be her friends for life. She
admitted it may be more difficult keeping in touch with them
than it was keeping in touch with
high school friends, but said it
definitely will be more worthwhile.
"In high school, you see your
friends at school and on the
n See Goodbye, page 9.
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Procedure for moving out
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Students will spend this week taking
posters down from walls and struggle
to fit all those clothes into the suitcases in the annual rite of summer
known as moving out.
Some students may find the process
is tedious and lengthy, but moving out
from residence halls can also be a
quick and painless experience.
Karlene Reaser, complex coordinator of McDonald residence halls, said
checking out should be carefully
planned in order to go quickly.
"A lot of times, students call the
(residence assistant) to check them
out and don't have their stuff moved
out of the room," Reaser said. "You
need to make sure you're ready to go
and have everything moved out before you call down to the desk."
Checkout usually takes between
five and 10 minutes if the student has
followed directions, she said. In most
halls, when students are ready to
leave, they should call the front desk
and ask a staff member to check them
out, she said.
Many students are fined for not following correct procedure when cleaning their rooms, according to Erik
Strom, director of Off enhour tours.
Common violations result from student who do not dust and vacuum
their rooms, remove all tape from the
walls, empty and clean the waste
baskets, check out before leaving, and
make sure the furniture is arranged
correctly, Strom said.
"A lot of times the student just
takes off without checking out," he
said. "Students need to follow proper
checkout procedure."

Strom also said damages should be
reported so they can be fixed before
checkout.
Director of Residence Management
William Lanning said fines have been
decreasing over the past few years.
"The students haven't been bad recently," he said. "Maybe a few years
ago they were, but they have been
pretty good about it lately,"
All students are required to check
out within 24 hours of their last exam,
but Reaser said most residence halls
will make exceptions if the student
submits a valid reason in writing.
Students who have exams Friday
should inform a staff member if they
plan to stay until Saturday.
"(The policy) is pretty well enforced, but we will make exceptions if
neccessary," she said. "It's just so
students can still have quiet hours and
the students who are done with exams

r

Large
Subs
and Two
Pops
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are the ones most likely to be loud and
disrupt those quiet hours."
Strom said excuses usually include
on-campus work such as Food Operations, graduation, participation in
commencement ceremonies or family
members who will be graduating.
Hall directors make the decision
whether or not the excuse is valid, he
said.
"As long as they follow the checkout list we give them, there will be no
Cblem," Strom said. "If a student
done everything, it shouldn't take
long."
"Each on-campus resident is given
a sheet of directions about how to
move out," Lanning said. "Read
them — a lot of students don't until the
last minute. If they follow that and do
everything it says, they really can't
go wrong.
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Seniors still searching for jobs
by Heather Felty
staff writer

Seniors leaving the University on May 5 without a job should not panic because they are not alone.
University officials cannot estimate how many of the 2,000-some graduates
are not yet employed.
However, the University Placement Office is one means of finding a Job.
They have brought many employers to the University so students could make
some important contacts which could help them in their job hunting.
"There have been about 9.000 interviews offered through these programs,"
said Joann Kroll, director of placement.''If students have missedthese, then
they have missed some valuable opportunities."
But even if students who are graduating have missed these programs they

SAMUEL COOPER POOL
will be CLOSED for
painting and maintenance
MAY 6. 1990 THROUGH JUNE 5. 1990

still should not worry. The University Placement services still are available to
them.
"We are open all year and alumni of the University are more then welcome
to use our services, Kroll said. "It would be smart for them to use our services."
Many times students experience a lot of trouble when it comes to looking for
jobs on their own. It often takes more than six months of searching to find a job,
Kroll said.
While it is difficult to find jobs, the number of them available depend on the
market structure. There is a high demand for marketing, nursing, and physical therapy majors. Also, computer science and MIS majors have done very
well, Kroll said.
Teachers should not be worried about a lack of openings either.
"The last possible date which teachers who are currently employed have to
determine whether thev are returning is July 10th," Kroll said. "So don't panic
if you still are not hired by the third week in August."
"It is very difficult to find a job, and we encourage students to use our resources and staff as a source of support and encouragement," Kroll said.
If you are about to take that final walk as a student of Bowling Green State
University then you need to get in touch with the University Placement Office
so you may reap the benefits.
Many times students experience feelings of despair and hopelessness when
they are searching for jobs.
The decisions which employers make about applicants is sometimes a long
and involved process or many times they do not hire people until they need
them.
"Students need to be reminded that many times hiring decisions are not
made until the eleventh hour," Kroll said.
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Goodbye

Shopping for graduation gifts?

G Continued from page 7.
weekends but at college you live
with them and are around them
almost 24 hours a day," Blazina
said.' 'When you go to sleep at
night their face is the last thing
you see and when you wake up
it's the first"
Blazina's expectations of how
she will feel after Saturday's
ceremony are those of numbness and shock.
"It's weird because throughout the last month before graduation you try to imagine how you
are going to feel about leaving
everyone and the closer graduation day comes, the more numb
you feel," Blazina explained.
"You are happy of your accomplishment but you're also sad
that it's all over."
Blazina and her friends
already have plans to return for
next fall's homecoming and are
in the process of organizing a
summer vacation for all of
them.
For 1988 graduate Jenny
Foreman, saying goodbye to
friends was more difficult due to
the fact that she graduated in
December while many of her
friends were not graduating until May.
"It was hard knowing that
everyone at school was going on
with their day-to-day thing while
I was out there on my own trying
to get a job," Foreman said. "I
felt left out."

by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

As University seniors prepare to graduate, friends and
family search for the perfect gifts to give them.
According to local store owners, the most popular gifts
for graduates are mugs, T-shirts, and stuffed animals
wearing graduate apparel.
Mugs with phrases such as' 'Free at last and having a
blast, and "All I got for graduation was this lousy
T-shirt," are popular items, according to Yum-Yum Tree
employee Loretta Metzger.
Posters with "Congratulations to Graduates" and
streamers with "Congratulations" written on them are
available. The Yum-Yum Tree also sells mugs filled with

candy, Metzger said.
"The mugs are quite a seller," she said. "It makes an
awfully sweet gift.
Keychains with pictures, graduation memo books,
memo pads, address books, and picture collages and
albums sell well, said Karen Weiker, Abbot's Cards and
Gifts employee.
Items with the Universtiy logo are also well-liked graduation gifts. Shoppers often buy gift pen and pencil sets,
T-shirts, sweatshirts, stickers, and tumblers with the
Bowling Green emblem, University Bookstore purchasing
agent Suanne Miller said.
Flowers and balloon arrangements are another gift
idea.
D See Gifts, page 11.
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Businesses lose money in summer
by Brenda VanSise
city writer

As students prepare to take their last final exam and pack their belongings
for home, some area businesses are getting ready for a summer without prosperity.
Uptown/ Downtown, 162N. Main St., is one of those businesses preparing for
the financial loss.
"In the past summers, we have lost approximately 50 percent of our business," owner Jeff Hobbie said. The owners compensate tor that loss by cutting
their staff in half, and by cutting down on inventory, he said.
"If we break-even, we're lucky," he said.
With the addition of the new sports bar on downtown, Hobbie hopes business
will pick up this summer.

INTHROP TERRACE
400 Napoleon

352-9135

"I hope people will be attracted to it because of it is a bar with food, and because it's a new place to go," he said.
Bowling Green bars are not the only businesses affected when students go
home for the summer. Food-delivery services also feel an enormous impact
without the students' business.
The pace inside Myles' Pizza Pub, 516 E. Wooster St., slows way down in the
summer, according to Todd Bressler, manager.
However, those wanting their pizzas delivered will still have to wait 1/2 hour
to 45 minutes, he said.
' 'We take that long year around, just to make sure there are not problems
with the order," he said.
Domino's pizza, which primarly delivers to non-students, still suffers about a
20 percent loss each year when the students vacate Bowling Green, according
to Mark Giesken, manager.
"We lose approximately $4,000 per month without the students' business," he
said.
The busiest hours at Domino's also change in the summer, according to
Giesken. During the school year, they are very busy late at night and on weekends. When summer arrives, dinnertime becomes the busiest hours.
Most businesses feel the impact of the students' leaving, but some businesses
are not affected at all.
Student Book Exchange, 530 E. Wooster, does not lose any business in the
summer, according to owner Steve Donnelly.
"The staggered sessions of summer school keep us busy all summer long,"
he said. "Actually, I like the summer business."
Another business in town not greatly affected by the loss of students is
Kauff man's Downtown, 163 S. Main.
Manager Sara Foster said she sees a change in business during the summer,
but believes the drop off is due to the summer weather.
"When summer arrives, and the weather is nice, people would rather be outside than eating inside a restaurant," she said.
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Blotter
cSix Bowling Green police officers
broke up a fight at a 1520 Clough St.
apartment Friday. One victim was attempting to protect himself with a
baseballbat, police said. No injuries
or arrests were reported.
DGloria J. Cano, 1520 Clough St.
#158, was arrested for disorderly conduct with persistence Friday and taken to Wood County Jail, police said.

Gifts
D Continued from page 9.
Friends and family often give roses,
corsages, and boutonnieres to graduates to carry or wear during the
ceremony, according to Maryann Miller, an employee of the Flower Basket.
"Roses and balloons for graduation
are popular," Miller said.
Flower arrangements with diplo-

mas, small bouquets, and plants are
some gift alternatives, she said.
Buying items students will need
once they graduate is another idea.
Supplies and portfolios for art students and briefcases for business
majors are examples of possible gifts,
Suanne Miller said.
Forpeople who know the graduate
well, The Source offers less tra-

II J

ditional gift items.
"We're alternative gifts," said
Craig Cheetwood, co-manager of The
Source.
Unusual cards, balloons, mugs,
candy, crystals, and kazoos are additional options The Source offers.
' 'Sometimes it's fun to get something off the wall," Cheetwood said.
' 'But, it depends on how well you
know the person."

[Three automobiles were towed
from Winthrop Terrace apartments,
343 Palmer Ave., Friday.
DA Manville Avenue resident reported Friday morning that his
clothes were stolen sometime the
night before. He called Friday afternoon and raid they had been returned
—it was a practical joke by his neighbors.

oa m m ® or

DA University student reported
about 50 people involved in a fight behind Mark's Pizza Pub, 532 E. Wooster St. As officers arrived, the crowd
was dispersing. One minor injury was
reported.
DDavid Spence, of Columbus, was
arrested for open container at the
corner of Main and Wooster streets,
police said.
DA North Church Street resident
reported 10 to 12 men uriniating in in a
city parking lot.
Charles D. Lee Jr.. 1502 Clough St.
#69, was arrested for disorderly conduct Saturday, police said.
DA South Main Street resident reported being shot with a BB gun by
three or four men in a car going northbound on Main Street.
D Police answered 15 calls of disorderly conduct Friday and 27 Saturday.

Wright State University offers a comprehensive schedule
of summer classes in every college and school. In fact,
more than 8,000 students take part in summer school at
Wright Statel
Why should you take summer school classes?
□ get a jump start on your undergraduate or graduate program!
□ graduate sooner by getting ahead in your current degree program!
J help meet your general education class requirements!
□ continue your education year round!
□ pick up a special course to advance your program of study!
J take advantage of special workshops on selected subjects!

Join us at Wright State University! Classes begin on
Monday, June 11,1990. Wright State has both five-week
and ten-week sessions.
For more information, call the Wright State University
Office of Admissions at 1-800-247-1770 today.
Wright State
University
Dayton. Ohio 45435
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Reds pitching dominates Browns,
Bengals
schedule
by Joe Kay

AP sports writer

CINCINNATI—Good major-league
scouting led to good major-league
pitching for Kevin Gross on Sunday.
Gross devised a pitching strategy
as he watched the Cincinnati Reds
beat his Montreal Expos the last two
days. He executed it nicely Sunday,
pitching three-hit ball for seven innings in a 6-3 victory.
"I've been watching those guys pull
everything," Gross (2-11 said.
"They're a real aggressive club. I
wanted to be the aggressor rather
than letting them be the aggressors."
He mixed up his pitches well and
kept the Reds off-balance for seven
innings before he tired in the eighth
and lost his shutout. He lasted 71-3 in-

nings, allowing six hits and two walks.
Gross had walked 15 in 18 innings in
his first three starts. There was no
control problem with any of his pitches Sunday.
"I can't say enough about Kevin today," catcher Mike Fitzgerald said.
"He was outstanding. He had good velocity, and he threw strikes with his
curve when he had to. Those guys are
swinging the bat real well now, right
up and down the order."
The loss, after three straight wins,
was a double setback for the Reds.
Starter Danny Jackson had to leave
the game in the first inning after suffering a severe forearm bruise on a
comeback grounder.
Jackson made just four pitches before he was hit by a grounder from
Junior Noboa. The injury was diagnosed as a severe bruise just below

the left elbow. Manager Lou Piniella
said the injury could cause the lefthander to miss at least his next two
starts.
Jackson had his arm in a sling after
the game.
"I felt great in the bulllpen—the
best I've felt in over a year with everything," Jackson said. "It was
Jackson was relieved by Ron Robinson (0-1), who allowed two fifthinning runs in his first appearance of
the season. Mike Aldrete drove in the
first run with a pinch-hit single, and
Spike Owen scored the other on a fielder's choice.
Robinson went 4 2-3 innings, giving
up three hits, three walks and two
runs.
"I gave up two runs, but I threw
pretty good," he said.

Tribe sweeps weekend three
CLEVELAND (AP) — Just as the city of Cleveland
gears up to vote on whether to build a new ballpark, the
idians seem to be getting comfortable at creaky old
Cleveland Stadium.
The Indians remained unbeaten at home with a 6-4 win
over the Minnesota Twins on Sunday. Rookie Carlos
Baerga tripled in a run and scored, offsetting his own
shaky defense.
Cleveland has won all six home games this season and is
the only team in baseball without a home loss. The Indians
have won 10 in a row at home since last September.
The 6-0 home start is their best since they won their first
eight home games in 1966.
Residents of Cleveland and surrounding Cuyahoga
County will vote May 8 on a proposal to tax cigarettes and
alcohol to help build a stadium and arena.
' 'With the shortened spring training, we've been bouncing all around the place," center fielder Mitch Webster

said. "This is really our first long homestand. It does feel
nice to be at home (or a while."
Cleveland swept its three-game weekend series from
the Twins, who have lost four in a row. The Indians have
won four straight overall to move above .500 (9-8) for the
first time this season.
"I don't know if we need to regroup," Minnesota manager Tom Kelly said. "We need to tighten up the ship a
little. They had no trouble getting their runners in. They
would move their runners up from second and from
third."
Greg Swindell (2-2) allowed four runs, one of them
unearned, on seven hits in 5 2-3 innings. He struck out
three, walked one and benefited from three Cleveland
sacrifice flies.
"You get a guy on third base with less than two outs, you
have to get him in. That's something we haven't done the
last few years,'' Swindell said.
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1099 N. Main St., Bowling Green

353-5151; To I.: 243-2353
"Not available through GMAC's Buyer's Choice Plan. SMAHTLEASE by GMAC. or when purchasing in Michigan, or in New
Jersey on vehicles with a cash selling price of $10,000 or less. Finance charges accrue Irom date of purchase

MAC

CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Bengals play four night games
this season, three of them on the road,
according to the NFL schedule.
The lone home night game will be
an AFC Central Division game on
Sunday, Nov. 18, with the Pittsburgh
Steelers.
The Monday night games are Oct. 1
at Seattle, and Oct. 22 at Cleveland.
The other Sunday night game is Oct.
28 at Atlanta.
' 'It's a different schedule with three
games on the West Coast in the first
five weeks of the season," Bengals
general manager Paul Brown said
Thursday.
Here is the complete schedule:
Preseason
Aug. 11 at Tampa Bay; Aug. 18 at
Atlanta; Aug. 24 at New England;
Aug. 31 Detroit at Cincinnati.
Regular Season
Sept. 9 New York Jets at Cincinnati; Sept. 16 at San Diego; Sept. 23
New England at Cincinnati.
Oct. 1 at Seattle; Oct. 7 at Los Angeles Rams; Oct. 14 Houston at Cincinnati; Oct. 22 at Cleveland; Oct. 28
at Atlanta.
Nov. 4 New Orleans at Cincinnati;
Nov. 11 bye; Nov. 18 Pittsburgh at
Cincinnati; Nov. 25 Indianapolis at
Cincinnati.
Dec. 2 at Pittsburgh; Dec. 9 San
Francisco at Cincinnati; Dec. 16 at
Los Angeles Raiders; Dec. 23 at Houston; Dec. 30 Cleveland at Cincinnati.
The Cleveland Browns will play two
nationally televised Monday night
games in the 1990 season, and a road
game will follow each, according to
the regular season schedule.
Road games following a Monday
night contest are generally considered difficult because of the shortened practice week.
In another oddity, the Browns have
four consecutive home games, includinga week off, from Nov. 4 to Dec. 2.
The Browns play the Denver Broncos at Mile High Stadium Monday
night, Oct. 8, in a rematch of the 1989
season's AFC championship game.
The following Sunday they play in the
Louisiana Super/dome against the
New Orleans Saints.
On Monday night Oct. 22, the
Browns host divisional rival Cincinnati and the following Sunday play the
defending Super Bowl champion San
Francisco 49ers in Candlestick Park.
The Browns will close out the regular season against the Bengals in Cincinnati's Riverfront Stadium Sunday,
Dec. 30.
Cleveland opens the regular season
at home Sunday, Sept. 9 against the
AFC Central Pittsburgh Steelers and
visit Pittsburgh's Three Rivers Stadium Sunday, Dec. 23. Cleveland's
home encounter with the other AFC
Central team, the Houston Oilers, is
set for Sunday, Nov. 18, and the
Browns play the Oilers in the Astrodome Sunday, Dec. 9.

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE
OUR BOOK BUY BACK
HAS BEGUN
•

Top prices for used texts!

•

Top wholesale prices!
(we buy current editions of books
no longer used on campus)

•

Don't wait until next fall - prices
fall over the summer

•

30 years same location

CONGRATULATION C
CLASS OF 1990 O
HURRY DON'T MISS OUT
Mon. - Fri. 9-?
Sat. 9-5
530 E. Wooster
353-7732
nu ■!■
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PIZZA

$5.45
MEDIUM
SPECIAL

MEDIUM PIZZA AND
2 PEPSI
Now thru May 6 gel
an Original medium
12" Cheese Pizza and
2 cans of Pepsi
lor only $5.45.
Additional toppings
only 94t each.
Not valid with any other
offer, discount, or
pan pizza.
Expires: May 6. 1990
Fast, Free Delivery'"
Good at
Bowling Green
Domino's Pizza.

5**«

Domino's Pizza
Accepts
& Matches
Anybody's
Pizza Coupons

Coupon Crusher
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
1. We accept and match anybody's Pizza Coupon Price.

$5.95
MEDIUM
SPECIAL

Additional toppings
only 94« each.
Not valid with any other
otter, discount, or
pan pizza.
Expires: May 6. 1990
Fast, Free Delivery'"
Good at
Bowling Green
Domino's Pizza.

$6.95
EXTRA
LARGE

2. Customer must mention coupon when ordering.
3. Customer must present coupon to driver when pizza
order is delivered, or must present coupon when picking up order.

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 a.m.-2 a.m.
Fri.-Sat.
11:00 a.m. to 3 a.m.

OPEN FOR
LUNCH
DAILY

Our
10"
12"
16"

Original Cheese Pizza
Doubles $6.65
Cheese $6.15
Cheese $8.55

Our Superb
Domino's Pan Pizza
12" Cheese $7.55
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Anchovies,
Green Peppers, Olives,
Sausage, Ground Beel, Hot
Peppers, Extra Cheese,
Bacon, Extra Thick Crust
10"
12"
16"
12"

Doubles $1.00 per item
Pizza $.94 per item
Pizza $1.34 per item
Pan Pizza $.94 per item

All Pizzas include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese
Pepsi Cans $.60
We guarantee our
product and service,
call us tor details.
Extra thick crust not available
on ihe Pan Pura

Our drivers carry less
than $20.
Limited delivery area.
1990 Domino's Pizza Inc.

EXTRA LARGE PIZZA
AND 3 PEPSI
Now thru May 6 get an
Original extra large
16" Cheese pizza and
3 cans of Pepsi
for only $6.95.
Additional toppings
only $1.34 each.
Not valid with any other
offer, discount, or
pan pizza.

5»
Call Us
352-1539
Bowling Green

MEDIUM 2 ITEM
PIZZA
Now thru May 6 get an
Original medium 12" pizza
loaded with two of your
favorite toppings
tor only $5.95.

$7.70
EXTRA
LARGE

Expires: May 6. 1990
Fast, Free r elivery'"
Good at
Bowling Green
Domino's Pizza.

EXTRA LARGE
2 ITEM PIZZA
Now thru May 6 get an
Original extra large 16"
pizza loaded with two of
your favorite toppings
for only $7.70.
Additional toppings
only $1.34 each.
Not valid with any other
offer, discount, or
pan pizza.
Expires: May 6, 1990
Fast, Free Delivery"*
Good at
Bowling Green
Domino's Pizza.
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Search Profs planning for vacations
for jobs
difficult
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

by Brenda VanSlse
staff writer

Students who are going home
for the summer who have not yet
found a summer job need to
start looking immediately, according to the associate director
of the cooperative education
program, Dave Stanford.
Family and friends are the
best people to ask when looking
for a summer job, Stanford said.
Often times they can provide
you with employer's names and
addresses which you would
never have thought of before, he
said.
"It's no time to get too proud
to ask for help," he said.
It is very important to find a
job related to your major, Stanford said.
"When you are in college, you
shouldn't settle for a job at a
local swimming pool — just because it is convenient," he said.
There are benefits to finding a
job which is related to your
major, he said. The crx>p office
can arrange to have the information printed on their tranj will impress future emSloyers and possibly help a stuent find a permanent job,"
Stanford said.
However, it may already be
too late to find a summer job for
this year, Stanford said, because
'"we've already palced most of
our students—and some emeoyers are already searching
r employees for the fall."
One alternative to finding a
job this summer is consider
taking classes in the summer
and finding an internship or coop in the fall.
"Students will still gain quality experience, just at a different
tune of the year," he said.
Craig Stokes, a graduating
senior, is among those University students who nave not yet
found a summer job. The last
time he was home, he went to
three different restaurants in his
hometown, Youngstown, O., to
look for a job. He still has not
found one.
"People don't want to hire me
because they don't want to train
me for only four months of eraClient, he said. "By the
they train me, I will be
ready to leave for grad-school."
Stokes said he will continue
his summer job search after
graduation.
"Since Bowling Green gets out
earlier than the other schools,
D See Search, page 20.

While many students may be bragging about their summer plans to
their friends, some University faculty
members also have the right to boast
about their summer intentions.
These faculty members are planning to combine teaching with vacation and research plans.
The day after final exams, Alvar
Carlson, professor of goegraphy, will
be en route to southern New Mexico.
Visiting the cities of Juarez and Las
Cruces, he will combine research with
celebration.
"I will be doing research on the
Spanish-American settlements in the
area," Carlson said.
Carlson also will be attending the
Cinco de Mayo festival, a major holiday in Mexico, also celebrated in
southern New Mexico.
Joseph Perry Jr., professor of sociology, will teach a summer class during the first five week session and will
then spend the rest of the summer
researching and vacationing.
"I will take several short vacations
of a week or so and spend the rest of
the summer in research," Perry said.
Perry said Cape Cod and Wisconsin
are two possible destinations for his
vacations. His research will involve
collecting data for several articles on
the topic of collective behavior.
"I will be studying crowds, fads,

fashion, disasters, and riots," Perry
said.
Traveling to the country of Indonesia, Jafran Jones, associate professor
of the College of Musical Arts, will
visit the island of Bali.
Jones teaches a Balinese orchestra
at the University called Gamelon.
She will buy new instruments to add
to the University's ensemble and attend different musical events to
gather musical data in a continuance
of her research.
"I will be attending different musical events and video-taping and tape
recording them to use for research

purposes and in my classrooms," she
said.
Jones said she will be in Bali for two
months and then she will travel to
Java for two weeks. She also will stop
in other countries.
Stephen Vessey, professor of biological sciences, said he will spend most
of his summer researching whitefooted mice populations in a Wood
County forest.
"We are trying to find out their (the
mice's) social lives and who they
hang out with," Vessey said.
: See Profs, page 20.
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GRADUATION BUFFET
MAY 5, 1990
12 - 2 P.M.
Call for reservations
372-2596
372-7949

352-5620

328 S. MAIN

$100 • IS YOURS TODAY!
A uit bring tniA coupon to

NEWLOVE RENTALS
and

Hn

L

a leaie on one ofof these
thei apartment
rtments

Ar

309 High St. #4,7
801 Fifth St. #1,2,3,4,6
803 Fifth St. #1,3,5,7

15 J

1990 - 91:
834 Scott Hamilton #1,3,4,6
824 Sixth St. #1,2,3,5,7
'per apartment

Choose the experienced, professional, management team
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Hair designer offers style advice
Students searching
for summer cuts
One of the newer techniques is using
notching shears, she said. Notching
shears are scissors with one regular
blade and one blade with notches cut
University students are not as conout of it. It cuts into the hair instead of
servative with their hair styles as
cutting on a blunt line.
they are reputed to be with their lifeUsing notching shears creates
styles, most hair designers say.
wisps in the hair for a softer look with
"Even though Bowling Green
more movement, she said.
projects this image of being really
Another new hair technique inconservative, there's still a high pervolves color and a weaving process.
centage of people that want to be indi- Levin said, in which color is applied
viduals," said Cheryl Levin, owner of only to certain sections of the hair.
The Wave, 1351/2 East Court St.
"It helps create more natural look"And of course we try to help them
ing color—like what the sun would
see they don't have to be so conserva- do. But it does not have to be blonde.
tive, and that they can have fun with
There's red for brunettes," she said.
their hair," she said.
Weaving is also popular with males,
Levin said a person can usually get she said. "We can talk them into it beabout three different looks out of the
cause its different, but its not too
same haircut.
drastic."
"Hairstyles are getting away from
Stylists at The Wave serve a variety
the really sprayed look and into more of people, but most of their clientele
of a casual look," she said.." You'll
are related to the University in some
see the hair either really straight or
way—students or faculty.
sleek without a perm or anything in it.
A college town is the environment
The hair is just very healthy. Really
Levin said she prefers for her busishort haircuts are in, and color is real- ness. ly popular right now."
"I like working with a lot of young
She and her three co-workers try to people so I'd say the college lifestyle
keep up on the newest styling techis probably best suited for me.
niques.
''Opening up a hair salon in a big
rt
Its really up to the individual hair- city — the cost involved is a lot
dresser to keep up on things," she
higher, and I don't know if that would
said. "We try to get to at least one or
appeal to me that much. You're dealtwo hair shows a year. There are also ing with so many different types of
videos sent out by companies on new
people. I feel more comfortable here.
cutting techniques that we can pur
D See Hair, page 17.
by Kathleen E. George

Joe P. Nunner

HE miDWEST'S PREmiERE]
ITALIAR RESTAUR ART

Hair stylist Cheryl Levin cuts the hair of
patron Dean Flory at The Wave,
135 1/2 E. Court St.

See the future.
Useaccroom.
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CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!
For Reservations Call: 381-0131
2121 S. Reynolds Rd., Toledo, Ohio
ACROSS FROM SOUTHWYCK MALL/OPEN DAILY 11 am. TO 2:30 am.

1-800-332-ATD5
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Summer rocks with area concerts
by Frank Esposilo
Friday Magazine music editor

A recurring summer fantasy...
The Replacements and Husker Du
are playing at Cleveland Stadium.
Husker opens and plays all my
favorite songs, climaxing with "All
This I've Done For You. *' The stadium is dark for the song s dramatic
ending until Bob Mould s guitar rampages back as the stadium floods with
The Replacements then stumble/storm on stage and play a threehour set that includes a hyperspeed
medley of "Rattlesnake, ,f"I.O.U.,"
and "I Won't." They finish with a gutsearing rendition of' 'Answering
Machine." Paul Westerberg commits
emotional suicide with every word.
Okay, I realize Husker Du broke up
two years ago and the Replacements

couldn't even finish a tour opening for
Tom Petty because of their alcoholic
tendencies, but the fact remains that
the summers of many a college student would be woefully incomplete
without the far-ranging rock tours
bringing their rock-n-roll heroes to
their doorsteps.
The Cleveland, Detroit, and Toledo
areas will host a bevy of musical
extravaganzas thoughout the summer
that will inject some red-hot energy
into those long months.
Cleveland will defend its title as
America's rock-n-roll capital by
bringing Paul McCartney to Cleveland Stadium July 20. The ez-Beatle's
show already is winning rave reviews
and is being billed as one of the summer's premiere events.
However, McCartney will be getting some competition from David
Bowie, whose four coincides with the
release of his giant boxed set of

setting the stage for New Kids On The
greatest hits, Sound and Vision.
Block and Tommy Page on June 26
Bowie will be stopping at the Richand 27. This combo has had the horfield Coliseum late this summer.
mones of thousands of junior high
The Coliseum will be raging all
girls surging for months in advance
summer long, hosting a variety of
and both shows are already sold out.
acts. Kiss, Rush, and Alice Cooper
will all be making the scene in June,
with Milli Vanilli and Billy Joel due in
The Pine Knob Music Theater in
July. Later summer dates will include nearby Clarkston, Mich, has a summer roster ranging from the folk of
Cher, David Bowie, Motley Crue, the
B-52s, and Crosby, Stills, and Nash.
Tracy Chapman to the technopop of
Detroit will be cruising along with a Depeche Mode. Other Pine Knob
full slate at the Palace in Auburn
guests include Steve Miller, Anita
Hills. May is highlighted by a twinbill Baker, and a Whitesnake/Bad Engpairing Aerosmith and Joan Jett & the lish pairing.
Blackhearts on May 25 and 27.
Zi-Tune Productions in Toledo has
several shows set up that will keep
A three-way featuring Kiss, Faster
Pussycat, and Slaughter is upon May Northwest Ohio moving. Guitarist
Robin Trower, Enuff Z'nuff, and Mar18. Other May dates include Cher and
illion will be appearing at Roxanne's.
a Madonna-Technotronic combo.
Zi-Tune is also bringing the Georgia
Bowie will be storming through
Satellites to the Rally By The River
town for two shows on June 24 and 25,
festival on May 18.

Hair
D Continued from page 16.
In a city you never know what type of
business you'll have because the
competition is so strong," Levin said.
Levin said The Wave s customers
are made up of about equal numbers
of males and females.
"Most of our customers after a
while become friends. We get to know
them so well," she said. "They feel
comfortable with us and we feel comfortable with them. It works both
ways. There's nothing worse than a
nervous customer."
"They always think the hairdresser
is going to make them nervous, but a
lot of tunes the customer can make
the hairdresser very uncomfortable if
they're not relaxed about 'what they 'regetting into,'" she said.
Stylists at The Wave also keep their
clients comfortable by taking their
time and communicating. Levin said.
"The best thing to do is communicate with the person so they have an
understanding of what you're going to
do before you start cutting," she sai

i Byrne
Toledo, Ohio
531-0329

Where The Party Never Ends
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WET T-SHIRT NIGHT
FIRST PRIZE $100
May 2, 9:00 pm

Hours:
12 Noon • 3 am, Mon-Thurs
12 Noon - 4 am, Friday
Opens 4 pm Sat. & Sun.

Monday College ID Nite Reduced Cover
Mon & Tues 12:00-6:00; Wear a Tie and Get In Free
Tues & Thur 12:00-6:00; Bring a Friend and Get In Free

Non-Alcoholic-Establishment 18 yrs. & Older to Enter

Deja Vu is always looking for new talent!
Waitresses Needed - Professional Atmosphere Apply Within or Call 531-0329
DANCERS NEEDED - Excellent opportunity to make great money.

See us for unique
graduation gifts
In the Woodland Mall
1234 N. Main St. 353-0119
Hours: 10-9 Mon-Sat., 12-5 Sun.
Get your $$$ worth on over 250 Items

SUMMER STORAGE
SPRING PICKUP AND
FALL DELIVERY

• Candy • Nuts • Fruits • Snacks • Sugarfree Candy
•

Mixes

•

Jelly Bellies (40 flavors)

•

Baking Supplies

• Spices • Soup Mixes • Grains • Pastas • Gourmet Coffee Beans
• Cookie* • Kitchen Gadgets • Glas* Jar* • Stuffed Animal*
• Gift Bag* • Mug* • Button* • Pencil* • Pen* • Eraser*
• Stationary • Game* • Toy* • Holiday
Merchandlee
• Wicker • Gumball Machine* • Gift Packaging made to order

End of Semester Special

25% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS COUPON
(non-sals llama only)
"■"" **■ S*» S»» Sa»S»lSaSS*»BB» tB»eSB BBS BBS SSS. BBS

NOW SCHEDULING PICK-UP TIMES AND DATES
Call for price quotes

352-5475
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Hair designer offers style advice
Students searching
for summer cuts
One of the newer techniques is using
notching shears, she said. Notching
shears are scissors with one regular
blade and one blade with notches cut
University students are not as conout of it. It cuts into the hair instead of
servative with their hair styles as
cutting on a blunt line.
they are reputed to be with their lifeUsing notching shears creates
styles, most hair designers say.
wisps in the hair for a softer look with
"Even though Bowling Green
more movement, she said.
projects this image of being really
Another new hair technique inconservative, there's still a high pervolves color and a weaving process.
centage of people that want toT>e indi- Levin said, in which color is applied
viduals," said Cheryl Levin, owner of only to certain sections of the hair.
The Wave, 1351/2 East Court St
'It helps create more natural look"And of course we try to help them
ing color — like what the sun would
see they don't have to be so conserva- do. But it does not have to be blonde.
tive, and that they can have fun with
There's red for brunettes," she said.
their hair," she said.
Weaving is also popular with males,
Levin said a person can usually get she said. "We can talk them into it beabout three different looks out of the
cause its different, but its not too
same haircut.
drastic."
"Hairstyles are getting away from
Stylists at The Wave serve a variety
the really sprayed look and into more of people, but most of their clientele
of a casual look," she said.." You'll
are related to the University in some
see the hair either really straight or
way — students or faculty.
sleek without a perm or anything in it.
A college town is the environment
The hair is just very healthy. Really
Levin said she prefers for her busishort haircuts are in, and color is real- ness. ly popular right now."
"I like working with a lot of young
She and her three co-workers try to people so I'd say the college lifestyle
keep up on the newest styling techis probably best suited for me.
niques.
Opening up a hair salon in a big
Its really up to the individual hair- city—the cost involved is a lot
dresser to keep up on things," she
higher, and I don't know if that would
said. "We try to get to at least one or
appeal to me that much. You're dealtwo hair shows a year. There are also ing with so many different types of
videos sent out by companies on new
people. I feel more comfortable here.
cutting techniques that we can purD See Hair, page 17.
by Kathleen E. George

Joe P. Nunner

LE miDlPEST S PREHUERE]
ITALIAR RESTAURAIIT
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Hair stylist Cheryl Levin cuts the hair of
patron Dean Flory at The Wave.
135 1/2 E. Court SL
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For Reservations Call: 381-0131
2121 S. Reynolds Rd., Toledo, Ohio
ACROSS FROM SOUTHWYCK MALL/OPEN DAILY 11 am. TO 2:30 am.
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Summer rocks with area concerts
bv Frank Esposito
Friday Magazine music editor

A recurring summer fantasy...
The Replacements and Husker Du
are playing at Cleveland Stadium.
Husker opens and plays all my
favorite songs, climaxing with "All
This I've Done For You." The stadium is dark for the song's dramatic
ending until Bob Mould's guitar rampages back as the stadium floods with
light.
The Replacements then stumble/storm on stage and play a threehour set that includes a hyperspeed
medley of "Rattlesnake. ''"I.6.U.,"
and "I Won't." They finish withagutsearing rendition of "Answering
Machine. "Paul Westerbergcommits
emotional suicide with every word.
Okay, I realize Husker Du broke up
two years ago and the Replacements

couldn't even finish a tour opening for
Tom Petty because of their alcoholic
tendencies, but the fact remains that
the summers of many a college student would be woefully incomplete
without the far-ranging rock tours
bringing their rock-n-roll heroes to
their doorsteps.
The Cleveland, Detroit, and Toledo
areas will host a bevy of musical
extravaganzas thoughout the summer
that will inject some red-hot energy
into those long months.
Cleveland will defend its title as
America's rock-n-roll capital by
bringing Paul McCartney to Cleveland Stadium July 20. The ex-Beatle's
show already is winning rave reviews
and is being billed as one of the summer's premiere events.
However, McCartney will be getting some competition from David
Bowie, whose tour coincides with the
release of his giant boxed set of

greatest hits, Sound and Vision.
Bowie will be stopping at the Richfield Coliseum late this summer.
The Coliseum will be raging all
summer long, hosting a variety of
acts. Kiss, Rush, and Alice Cooper
will all be making the scene in June,
with Milli Vanilli and Billy Joel due in
July. Later summer dates will include
Cher, David Bowie, Motley Crue, the
B-S2s, and Crosby, Stills, and Nash.
Detroit will be cruising along with a
full slate at the Palace in Auburn
Hills. May is highlighted by a twinbill
pairing Aerosmith and Joan Jett & the
Blackhearts on May 25 and 27.

A three-way featuring Kiss, Faster
Pussycat, and Slaughter is upon May
18. Other May dates include Cher and
a Madonna-Technotronic combo.
Bowie will be storming through
town for two shows on June 24 and 25,

setting the stage for New Kids On The
Block and Tommy Page on June 26
and 27. This combo has had the hormones of thousands of junior high
girls surging for months in advance
and both shows are already sold out.
The Pine Knob Music Theater in
nearby Clarkston, Mich, has a summer roster ranging from the folk of
Tracy Chapman to the technopop of
Depeche Mode. Other Pine Knob
guests include Steve Miller, Anita
Baker, and a Whitesnake/Bad English pairing.
Zi-Tune Productions in Toledo has
several shows set up that will keep
Northwest Ohio moving.
Guitarist
Robin Trower, Enuff ZTnuff, and Marillion will be appearing at Roxanne's.
Zi-Tune is also bringing the Georgia
Satellites to the Rally By The River
festival on May 18.

Hair
D Continued from page 16.
In a city you never know what type of
business you'U have because the
competition is so strong," Levin said.
Levin said The Waves customers
are made up of about equal numbers
of males and females.
"Most of our customers after a
while become friends. We get to know
them so well," she said. "They feel
comfortable with us and we feel comfortable with them. It works both
ways. There's nothing worse than a
nervous customer."
"They always think the hairdresser
is going to make them nervous, but a
lot of times the customer can make
the hairdresser very uncomfortable if
they're not relaxed about 'what they're getting into,'" she said.
Stylists at The Wave also keep their
clients comfortable by taking their
time and communicating, Levin said.
"The best thing to do is communicate with the person so they have an
understanding of what you're going to
do before you start cutting," she said.
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Deja Vu is always looking for new talent!
Waitresses Needed - Professional Atmosphere Apply Within or Call 531-0329
DANCERS NEEDED - Excellent opportunity to make great money.

See us for unique
graduation gifts
In the Woodland Mall
71234 N. Main St. 353-0119
Hours: 10-9 Mon.-Sat., 12-5 Sun.
Get your $$$ worth on over 250 items

SUMMER STORAGE
SPRING PICKUP AND
FALL DELIVERY

• Candy • Nuts • Fruits • Snacks • Sugarfree Candy
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End of Semester Special

25% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS COUPON

(non-ssle Item* only)

SE-i!" yp *n J^.™.^ ^m ^^yy "" ■■■■■■

NOW SCHEDUUNG PICK-UP TIMES AND DATES
Call for price quotes

S 352-5475 EB
——

—
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Democrats dine party members
tory" tour of the state with a camKign dinner in the University's Lenrt Grand Ballroom Friday.
Speaking to a crowd of Fifth DisDemocrats seeking to hold their
trict Democrats, state party chairmonopoly on the top state offices baman James Ruvolo said the slate
shed their Republican challengers as would beat its Republican opponents
they wheeled through Bowling Green in November on solid records and
on the campaign trail last week.
good campaigning.
"We're going to talk about what
Six of the eight endorsed Democrats
seeking state-wide office in the fall
Ohioans care about," he said.
finished off a day-long "Drive to VicGubernatorial hopeful and present
by Wynne Everett
city writer

Preferred Properties
Phone 352-9378
SUMMER LEASING
FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday thai Friday 9:0O a.m.-4:30 p.m.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze
said the state could not afford to return the days of Republican leadership.
' If you recall some of the history of
Ohio, when Democrats took office in
January 1983, you heard words like
'deficit and 'unemployment,'" he
said.
Since then, Celebrezze said, Democrats have brought jobs and prosperity to Ohio by attracting new businesses, creating jobs, and properly
managing state funds.
"We haven't been afraid to make
tough decisions," he said. "We haven t been afraid to make decisions
that will benefit the people of this
state."
"We have the records and the
stands on issues that lead us to victory," Celebrezze said.
Incumbant Secretary of State candidate Sherrod Brown said the
November election would pit experienced Democrats against hypocritical Republicans hoping to ride on

the coattails of successful conservatives in Washington.
"1990 is going to be a contrast of
Democratic accomplishment and Republican hypocrisy," Brown said.
''And come the first week in November, we're going to send the Republicans back into the holes they came
from. We're going to send Lee
Atwater, the prince of darkness, back
to Washington."
Attorney General candidate Lee Fisher, who is running in the only seriously contested primary, said he believes the ticket will because it has
successfully represented average
Ohioans for the last eight years.
"Ladies and gentlemen, let us not
forget the Democrats turned this
state around," Fisher said. "And let
us not forget Republicans complain
and Democrats deliver. I have always
worked to be a voice for the little guy
because I believe that the big guy can
take care of himself and usually
does."

The BG News editorial page
offers thoughtful commentary

IMPORTANT!

PRIORITY!

CampilS PollyeyeS
352-9638 or 354-0056

"A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court

OUT OF FOOD COUPONS? TRY US!
• All Pollyeyes coupon available at every dorm desk
• We cater graduation parties!
• Daily Food Specials
Tues., Fri., & Sun. *AJl-you-can-eat soup, salad & pizza* only
$4.50 11am - pm
Wednesday Special 'Spaghetti Dinner* only $1.75 5-9 pm*
Thursday Special 'Lasagna Dinner* only $1.75 5-9 pm*
• Live Entertainment Thursday - Jamie & Joe; Friday - Tom Gorman lOpm-lam

STUDY TABLES & "FREE" COFFEE at Pollyeyes 1:30-3:30 am!!
(FINALS WEEK only April 30 - May 3)
$4.00
|Any small 10" pan pizza
one item
Extra items 70'

A $5.60 value
Pollyeyes

Pizza
coup exp.
5/15/90

$9.60
Double Pizza
TWO 12"one item Pan Pizzas
Extra items 90'
A $13.60 value
Pollyeyes
Pizza
coup exp.
5/15/90

$1.00 off any
Calzone
filled w/ any pizza items plus
a special sauce & blended of
three extra cheeses
Pollyeyes
Pizza
coup. exp.
5/15/90

Buy one size pizza
and get the
size small "FREE"
Polleyeys
Pizza
coup. exp.
5/15/90
Pick-up or
Eat-in Only!

COLLEGE GRADUATES

YOU'VE
EARMED IT!

400

$

Toward the purchase or lease of ANY new 1990
or 1991 model Ford or Mercury car. Ford light
truck or 1989 Mercury Tracer.

Ford
Credit

PLUS SPECIAL FINANCING
through Ford Credit with pre-approved credit amounts that could
mean no down payment.
LIMITED TIME OFFER-January 1, 1990 through December 31, 1990.
EUCIBILITY-Co//ege graduates with at least a bachelor degree received
between April 1,1989, and December 31. 1990.

Make Your Best Deal Today At

luaun

FORD
A

MM« CI«J0 CWWV

1369 Conant Street • Maumee, OH 43537
(419) 893-7651
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Search
□ Continued from page 15.
I'm hoping that will work to my
advantage,' he said.
Another place to search for a
major-related job is in the city's
Chamber of Commerence guide,
which can be obtained from the
chamber or a local library,
Stanford Said.

Profs

Parking

IJ Continued from page IS.

n Continued from page 1.

He said he will use radio tracking
devices to study the mice. Since the
mice are nocturnal, he will study the
mice a couple of nights a week all
summer.

may be trouble for a student who
parks to late to ride the shuttle across
campus.
' 'Safety far outweighs convenience," he said. "Ideally you want the
shuttle bus to run 24 hours a day."
The shuttle service will run from
6:30 a.m. to midnight during weekdays and on Sunday nights probably
from 6 p.m. to midnight, according to
Jean Yarnell, director of parking and
traffic.
Students who work off campus and
have extremely late or early hours
may obtain special permits allowing
them to park nearer their residence
halls, Martin said.
If students need to park after shuttle bus hours, he said, they can park
near their hall and in the morning
park in Lot 6 and ride the bus back to
campus.
Administrators doubt it will be
necessary for freshmen to move their
cars on football weekends for several
reasons.
About 250 freshmen have cars and
Lot 6 has 2,400 spaces, Martin said,
plus many students go home on weekends or park near their residence
halls. Also, there is no home football
against the University of Toledo.
This is a relief for Coughlin, who
has adamantly voiced his opposition
to this aspect of the parking plan.
The overall plan has been unclear

The guide will break down all
of the employers in the city by
the type of industry they are in.

Carole Bradford, associate professor of romance languages, will take
part in the Univerisy program in
Florence, Italy. She will depart for
Southern Europe May 17 and take
courses in Italian and art history
there.

£*m American Heart
^^Association

Bradford will return to the University to teach summer school on June
15.

RESUME OF

CMCk pr*it. inc

OBJECTIVE:

Jeff Rice's Quick Print, Inc.
T-Square Graphics, Inc.
Ill & 121 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-5762
(419) 352-8488

T SQUARE

To provide the finest quality resume at the best
prices in town.

EXPERIENCE: Laser typesetting done on our Macintosh II SE.
Qualified and experienced typesetters and graphic
artists to help design a professional resume for the
best results. Hundreds of satisfied customers.
SPECIAL
PACKAGE:

PORTFOLIO:

25 laser typeset resumes, plus 25 blank sheets and
25 blank envelopes all for only $25.00. (a
$30.00 value).

2 easy ways
to please a Grad...

and confusing, he said, but if the administration intends to increase
greenspace, "then the plan has some
merit, he said.
University President Paul Olscamp, who two years ago said the
University did not have a parking
problem — just a walking problem,
thinks one of the biggest mistakes he
has made as president is allowing Lot
G to be created.
He said the University is a residential campus and students and faculty
deserve the beauty and tranquility
greenspace provides.
"You don't see many students laving out in the parking lots," he said.
Despite his confidence in the comprehensive parking plan, Olscamp is
sure there Will be problenms.
"I am 100 percent certain there will
be snags in this plan," Olscamp said.
"There are unforseen problems with
any plan."
If people understand the administrations actions and their reasons,
parking at the University may become a less controversial issue, Yarnell said.
"It will take a lot of good public relations to make people understand
what is being done now and what's
planned in the future," she said.

RUFFLES'

|^*»

BRAND POTATO CHIPS

..v"«*»«:-»ii a Shocbox
t?Su# ' graduation

Available upon request.

6V2 oz. Bag

99'

7up Root Beer RC

and a
Shocbox
mug!

$1.59
12 oz. Can

6 Pack

MAALOX PLUS 5^
Antiacid/Antigas
12FI.OZ.
$2."
No Rain Checks

BELSEY

y*

BATHROOM TISSUE*
4 Roll Pk.

99"

LIGHT DAY
Pantiliners
By Kotex

w

$1.19

PILL n PACKAGES PHARMACY
111 RAILROAD

352-1693

Sale Ends 4-30-90
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CENTER FOB CHOICE II

LOST & FOUND

" Abortions thru 17 weeks
' Morning after treatment
AN personal and private
Proud lo be Pro-Choice
18 N Huron St. Toledo OH
I 255-7 769

Lost a gray disc camera In a blue case Lost In front ol
Commons parking lot. IMS past Sat Smal reward It
founds no questions asked Call 372-3474.

SERVICES OFFERED
PERSONALS
RESUMES

• • • FLO " ' •
What wtN I so em-host you In UNLV7
Your buddy, Brady

Oualrty typeset or
laser Imageset
from your typewritten copy or
compatible Macintosh program
$16 for one page
Don! put It off any k

* SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE '
Cal lor price quotes a pick up times

362-5475
• SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE •
Cal for price quotes a pick up Bmee

UnlOrapMci
211 West Hal
372-7418

352-5475
• SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE ■
Cal for price quotes a pick up bmee

362-5475
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rales with accuracy.
Can 352-3987 from SAM to 9PM

•••ItEMM BEANY'"
Who WIN I sing Jimmy Buffet! songs with ns«t year?
And the Hassle Song? I'll miss you- Eileen.

Falcon House
Sporting Goods
FREE BGSU TRANSFER WITH PURCHASE
OF T-SHIRT OR SWEATSHIRT
NO LIMIT
EXPIRES 5/12/90
T-Shirts * BGSU Apparel * Custom Imprinting
Jackets * Sweats * Sew on Greek Letters
123 S. Mpln St.
Downtown B.G.
352-3610
Across from Huntinflton Bonk

^1333
HURRY IN AND FILL OUT
A SUMMER LEASE TODAY
AT

Greenbriar Inc
224
352-0717

E.

Wooster
Ml !>-r>
Sal <>-ll

AprH 30, 1*90

••••MI88»•a••••
THE BEDROCK 0A8 BOOT!
A 2-liter German glass boot with a Lowenbrau logo in
the the center and "Set 1839. Muncher on it was taken, "borrowed" or stolen from BEDROCK n the pest
few days II ANYONE, ANYONE seen It or borrowed It.
please, pfesss. pleass return III' No questions asked.
and a reward to anyone having into on the miaaing boot
Adoption Happily married couple ol 14 years We
promise your chid a loving home and financial security
Devoted, stay home mom. Caring dad and one big sistor Al medical an d legal expenses paid Cal cosset
I 822-9288

BIKEY
I heart you Don't have a cow man

Beth

Pizza Hut, "I'm so hot," cactus, pool sharks. Busch
Beer, MM B.Q.S.U. Jennifer Gubs. truckdnvMg
school, sand sharks. "Big Time", drinking with Kesey 1
Mark, True Colors, formats, taking my food and clothes
on Apr* FooTs Day!
Can you befteve its over? Never forget!
Keep in touch Love. Chris
Come CsleasataGVaduBPoni
at Charley's Roedhouse
Open at noon on May 6
Serving ful dinner menu
No reservations needed
Take75N , left at Airport Hwy art
Congralulstions GraduBtes'

Ann Sower.
Congrats on your 4.0 this semester
Love, your mother from a psst Ms.

B- In the beginning, you said "atay In control, go out
have fun" and I did. There was never a time when I dkl
notknow what I waa doing or what I wanted. But I never
told you honestly how I fell because I knew It wouldn't
change anything But, I you could only hear the words I
cannot say • I know I'd feet better. I dont know how to
show you how I feel • I'm not Ike others and I don't want
lo regret for the rest ol my Me not leBng you how I Mas.
I love you and I know now that after 2 1/2 years I reefy
do.-P
PS I'm sorry If this Isn't whst you wanted to hear

Ihr^C^

~

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMfCltr Jet there
anytime from Cleveland. Detroit, or Chicago lor no more
than S229 or from the East Coaal lor no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH ffl {as reported in Consumer Re
ports. NY Times. > Lets Ool) For oelaas cal
212-884-2000 or write AJBHITCH, 2790 Broadway.
Sle 100. New York. NY 10025

continued on p. 22
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COLLEGE GRADUATES

X

I

SAVE *400°°

[

\
1

Ask us about GMAC's College
Graduate Finance Plan

V

Chevrolet-Cadillac-Geo
Findlt ly, Ohio
1-800-232-1101

Typeset Resumes

SIMM

This is not a coupon.
This Is not a special olfar.

This is the regular price
tor a quality typeset resume
at UniBraphics.

21

Conveniently located on
campus. UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like lormats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready tor
printing Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

UniGroohics
"^1MtestHaU372-7418
'Pnce does not include tan Second page $8 00
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lifeguard * Swimming Instructor
Positions available lor summer 1990
at Student Recreation Center Interested?

continued from p. 21
donna amalo. thanks lor aU the hard work, cough,
cough, i know you'l miss those 006 s. cough, cough.
have a tun summer, love, cough, cough.
Janet E. Ctevenger
Wei it's Analy here so I thought I'd remind you ol the
last three years with a corny personal. Though there
were bed times AtrJaa the Hun. breaking an ankle and a
loot, the lenten season, the cafe, stupid people.
snakes, and class together. There were some great
hmee Days, Ms. a white towel (II you've got the chains
we've got the time), snack ol the night, on our island
I'm going to miss you!
Congratulations1 ZB Love from Bryn &
The man with the patch
Julie Johnson
You're a super roomie a hiend1
Have a Great Summer!
Love.Moty

0aflS7aV7477
LISA ALLISON
Whero *ou*d we be without Roes and M B ? Thanks lor
a good 2 years and lor a greet semester! See you in
Chicagol
Love, Chrie

Lisa Spencer,
From fruit lies to Chem Crams we've been through a
lot I iust wanted to thank you from the bottom ol my
heart I don't know what II do without you next year. I'm
ready going to miss you' Love. Pofy.

Trscl Mlgaonno
and
Amy Anderson
Happy21atmrthdayl!
Get Psyched for Tues Night!
Love your roomies,
Donna fiJoan

FOR DELIVERY: 354-LATE
118 S. Enterprise
Look for us at our
new location this summer

945 S. Main St.

SUMMER INIRAMURALS WOMEN'S. MEN'S > COEO
SOFTBALL AND TENNIS. AND COED VOLLEYBALL.
ALL STUDENTS. FACULTY, STAFF AND AU
SPOUSES ARE ELIGIBLE TO PLAY PICK UP INFORMATION AT THE REC CENTER SESSION I ENTRIES
ARE DUE BY NOON MAY 24
TO ALL THE "DUDES'' (YEAH AND OTHERWISE)
ON 4TH FLOOR CONKUN
STRIP GUCHRE. STRIP 3-MAN, AND A LITTLE "SUBSTANCE"
IS THERE ANYTHING WE DIDN'T DO?
KEEP U TOUCH FOR THE YEAH DUDE REUNION
I'LL MEET YOU IN THE HOUSE OF HIGH
DON'T
FORGET THE YEAH DUDE KNOCK BEWARE OF
MAPPY WOMEN AND FLAGGERS THANKS FOR EVERYTHING! DO WHATCHA GOTTA 00 CAT
LOVE, ANGELA

One video delivered — $2.69
VCR & video delivered - $5.00

FALCON FEVER!
CATCH IT!

PREGNANT? Choose adoption
EmottonaaV a Flnanciaty secure couple wishes to adopt
mlsnt Cal Karen 313 474 9522
Slgmi Chi Spring Pledge Clin ISB7
"And even It we are occupied with Important things,
even If we attain honor or taN into misfortune, still let us
remember how good It was once hare, whan we were
together, united by a feeling which made us better,
perhaps than we are " In Hoc and Good Lock"

USA BRATTON (CHUMP)
IF YOU DO NOT DESftE THE AIO OF ANOTHER.
YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE IT
BG WILL MISS YOU' AND GEISHA. TOO'
THE LOVESHACKERS

Our usual
great weekday
prices...
Monday thru
Thursday

_DELIVE

Rwcne#e
We've had bad nmee end good But through It a> I know
that my Me is better tor having known you. As you graduate out into the world knM know that rl you're ever leeting down or alone, la arwaya be here tor you
LoveKK

WANTED
• ATTENTION •
In search ot mate roommate lor sub-lease through duralion olthe summer. Rent is $180/mo plus uWrhes Potential roommates must be responsible lor themselves
and should have no problems keeping up w/rent and
utalty payments For more information - Cal Greg or
teave message 353-7081 or Cat Tom or Juier tar
(landlords) 352-7422

2 nor smoking females lor 4th St. apt. lor next school
yaw. $120/month & uWnee Cat! 353-9338. ask lor
Kety
2 or 3 Fm. non-smoking rmte. lor summer. 2 bdrm
ctoee to campus Cal Diane or Brenda 354-5433
Female nonsmoking rmmte. lor summer. Specious 2
bedroom apertmeni Very close to campus. About
$1 50'mo. lor rent 4 uhlittes Own room. Cal Tracey at
353-884g.
I need a aublesaer tor this summer reefy bed' The apt
has 2 air conditioners to keep you cool this summer and
the price is right at $ 1 50 p/month Hey. just cal me or
stopby724S Cosege#12 354 2797
Male or female roommate needed. Own room $183/
plus utMes tor 90/01. Leave message Scott
354-4382
MOVING TO CLEVELAND?
BG '89 ORAD LOOKING FOR NON SMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE FURNISHED APT. IN
BROADVIEW HTS CAN MOVE IN IMMEDIATELY!
(216)582-9652
Needed 1-4 people lor apt. on Ctough St. lor summer
only Cal lor more Inlo Marsha. 354-7422
QUALITY HOUSING
Graduate, students, seniors enjoy a house for the
summer. Washer/dryer. 3 bedrooms. 1 1/2 bath.
Flex summer schedules Cal Kim at 352-7306
Roommates needed to sublease 2 bedroom townhouse, close to campus For any or al summer sessions, rent negotiable Please cal Juke or Denise
353-1607
Smokln' Mama & non-smoking 12 yr old son need a
place to live the lira! 5 week summer session Fum. or
unfum., male or female rmtes or none. We can share 1
room - it don't matter Write or cal coeect Rabbit Spot
tord 513-843-2220 7047 Hancock Or Five Parka.
Russelis Point. QH 4)3346.
Wanted 1 person to sublease my apertment lor summer. Own room. University Courts Cal Carol at
354-7262.

HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries
$5,000 plus/month" over 8.000 openings. Free
transportation1 Room and board1 No experience necessary Male or female Send $6 95 to M a L Research.
Box 64008-DW, Seattle. WA 08124 - Satisfaction
Guaranteed

1 rmt needed to share 3 bdrm house w/AC. for summer plus/or 1990-91 school year CaH Karen
3520130

continued on p. 23
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Check Out the
College Graduate Program at
AL SMITH
CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE INC.
352-5151
921 North Main St., BG.

YOUR
DODGE
DEALER

u/iereikspirit
CARS TRUCKS WORTS

BUY OR LEASE - MAKES NO DIFFERENCE
Special Incentives For Qualified Grads:
Rebate plus 0% financing a No previous credit
Chrysler Rebate 2000
needed
on select models
Grad Cash +400
Save up to $2400
No cash down required
> Deferred 1st payment up to 120 days
from retail purchase date
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continued from p. 22

1980 Camera. Runs great. Great winter car. S350 or
bo 353-9253

2 Houses for rent 1/2 block from campus Baldwin
Ave Available Summer or Fal Call 354-7237

APPLY NOW
Earn from $7 35 lo $12 60 to star! Now eiterviewlng
lor II/pi summer positions AASP scholarship program. Exceeent raauma experience Cal M-F.

For Sale: 1 high output speakers 15" E.V.'a end S
tweeters. 100 watte. Price Nag. Call Oava at
352-2212.

4 needed to aubteaaa rum specious apt acroas from
Rodgera 2 kj bdrmo , free wash/dry Elec one/ rent.
Nag 353-3112 leave message

I dam-5pm. 362 1060
ATTENTION • IttaNQt Oovammant )oba - your araa.
$17.840 - $69,485 Call I•602-8368885 EXT R
4244.
Babysitter naadad part lima tor montti ol May In my
home. One toddler I one pre-schooler Cal 353-1048

01372-2766.
Babysitter naadad FaS Sameslar In homa naar campua
II 15-54SM.W Cal352-9308attar6pm.
Bartandar Iwaitress
Neat, personable, and able to work varied houra. Apply
between 2-4 M-F Efca dub 200 Campbal Hi Rd

LARGE 2 5 CUBIC DORM SIZE REFRIGERATOR
STU. HAS PAPERS. KENMORE IN EXCELLENT
CONDITION S70 NEGOTIABLE 354-5734
Leaving town, must sell:
drafting tabkvdeek $100. Hut new double mattress a
box spring S75. couch/steeper $50. recener, dresser.
3 and tables t round table Make otter Cal Bryan at
364-7039

Day diewaaher naadad
Approx 15 hra/wk. Tuaa -Fn. 11am-2pm. No nighta.
no weekends Maala turniehed Apply In person Bowling Green Country Club 923 Falrvlew Ava. Aak lor Ed
or Jim8am-1 lamor 2pm-6pm.
Exlanor summer houee palnlar naadad. E. Ctovesind.
Expartanoad prefarrad. Car naadad (216)382-1368
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS' CRUISE SHIPS ANO CASrNOS NOW HIRING' ALL POSITIONSI Cal (1)
602-838 8885 Ext V 4244
Grounda makitananoa workara naadad. Cal Don Kama
352 5546 Available Immedialely
HELP WANTED
SANOUSKY. PORT CLINTON
AREA
WAITRESS NEEOEDI
$360 OR MORE A WEEK!
CALL 352-9209 MON 6 8PM
OR TUES 6-8PM
ASK FOR STEVE

M

Shooters la now taring tor el positions. Apply In person
Mon thru Fn between 2pm « 4pm 408 N Summit St
Toledo. OH 43604
Speech Patnologttt - Ohio eceneed speech pathologist
needed to oversee the day-to-day activities ol a smel
but busy speech dept. Exp working with adults with
mental retardation. Salary range S25.000-S33.000
Dap. on educ. & exp Exceeent benefit pkg. indudea
paid vacation. 7 hcadeya. personal days, sick lime, paid
hosp end e flexible schedule We ere looking lor a
creative, wet-organized odMduel with good communication ekes Dutlee include direct therapy, evaluation,
orientation training, and supervision ol other speech
theraplets Sand raauma and salary requirements to
Marty Fagana. Anne Qrady Center 1525 Eber Rd..
Hoeand, OH 43528 14191866-6500
Subway
Help wanted part/rua tana Apply In parson at Woodland Mai No phone cala please
Subway
Help wanted part/lul Bme Apply m parson at Woodlend Mai No phone caes please
Summer babysitter needed Flex** hours TraneportaOon required mail eel 353 2989
I camp lor children with learning disabilities.
near Lake Placid, now hiring stall. Write: 2575 Troy
Rd., Scn'dy., NY 12S0S or phono IIWU-llll.
Work 15 houra to SO houra ear week out el a 7 day
amkaeek (day, evening end weekend shifts). Our
company Is seeking employeea to perform unskilled
light production work. Plant location la only ' blocks
from B.O.S.U. campua The rate of wega la SS.80 per
hour. II Interested pick up an application at the office
of Advenoed Specially Products. Inc., 421 Clough
Street. Bowling Green, Onto. Telephone 354-2444.

« HOUSE FOR RENT
Directly ecroaa the street from campus. CHEAP RENT
large perking area and 2 bedrooms. 530 East Merry.
CalSS4-S4SS

Oaf
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260

SUMMER RENTALS

FOR RENT

Huge 2 bedroom apartment tor Fal '90-91 Comer of
Troup end Elm 9 1/2 mo. lease Nice apartment •
1 won't leal long. 354-6610.

1

■ CARtsWJEAN CRUISE-'
Register today
RE. Management
606Clough St. BIS
Apts. for summer & fal
sta available
352-9302

INDOOR/OUTDOOR POOL
2 Bedroom Apt Available May 10
6410/monfh Cal 353 5170

Heal

Paid.

Need 1 female to lubleaaa apartment for summer Can
sublease for entire uemmer of leet half. Close to campus eel Eryke at 2-5907

Houses, apts rooms.
Cal 352-7366
Summer RentaJa
Houses 4 bdrm. on E Wooator apts 1 A 2 bdrm. on E.
Marry $210/220 for 1 or 2 people Also single
rooms 352-7365
SUMMER ROOMMATE NEEOEDI
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE APT.
FOR SUMMER FULLY FURNISHED S CLOSE TO
CAMPUSI ALL UTILITIES PAID EXCEPT ELECTRO)TV! FOR MORE INFO PLEASE CALL 353-9549

Need 1 male roommate for summer S225 total Adjacent to campus 451 Thurstln Manner #10 354-2390
or 372-2434. Aak tor Denny.
Need 1o sublease two bedroom apt for summer 1990
Cal 353-3675

1 S 2 bdrm apts for summer & fal 2 & 4 bdrm houses
lor summer a let Alow pets Cal 354-8800
2 bdrm. turn. apt. aval. May avor Aug. Close to dwtn. &
campua 9 1/2 or 12 mo lease Freeutl 352-5389 5.
leave meaaage.

One female needed to sublet Ig. air cond. apt. 1 block
from campua Rent neg 364-8315.

THURSTIN MANOR
461 ThurshnAve
Acroea from Oflenheuer
Ellic for 1 or 2 people
FREE HEAT
Available Summer a. FM
John Newlove Reel Estate

364-2260
Single room for female. Private bath 5 cooing facetiae
S195/mo kid url Quiet reaidentiel neighborhood
Ph 362-1832 or 352-7365

continued on p. 24

Catch thai Summer Feeling

LOOKING FOR SUMMER PART-TIME WORK IN THE
NORTH COLUMBUS AREA? Trader Times la looking
tor telephone operators with excellent phone person
aMtee and some data entry experience Cal Hilary at
614-436-6561
Pi time lob. noxtDto houra. Earn extra money working
lor a national marketing ftrm. Thla Job loaowa you anywhere Cal AMG at 1 -600-333-7944. Ext 10 blwn 9

Hurry, It Won't Leal

Cheep Summer Apt. 1 block from campus $100 00
par month Cal Brian 354 4158

•"Spadous Summer Place"'
Ctoee to campus, ona bedroom apt. $250/mo el ulav
tiesmcl Cal 372-6640

South Colege Apartment
to sublease for
Fal and Spring 90-91
Close to Campus
1 bedroom' S355/month
Pay only electric

353-9359 evenmge
521 E MERRY
Near Oflenheuer
2bdrm. turn apt
Excellent Condition
Prtcee for 2. 3 or 4 people

SOFA BED
In good condition i dean $25 00
Cal 364-0162. Pete

DANCERSI Muat H 11 1 gp. Wl Train Can maka
SIOOOwaaMy Comaaaaourahow Flrepiece Lounge.
PI Canton 734-9051, oak tor Tom

All Summer
Apartments
ONLY

$400. 00

for any summer lease signed today
thru May 4th with this ad.

R.E. Management
505 Clough API. B-15 352-0302
-Fall leases also availableBeginning May 1st, R.E. Management will be located at
113 Railroad St. (next to Kinko's). Feel free to stop in and
register for the FREE

CARRIBEAN CRUISE
no obligation

FOR SALE
1977 Butck Skylark, new brakee/tree, AM FM ceaaette. Runs excellent
352-5523 evenings or
372-6402 days $400 or Dost oiler
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March Bonus Winner - Jamey Ciferni
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continued from p. 23
Two bdrm lurnish-jd apt. lor 00-91 school y©«r Free
HBO & Playboy chenoei 352-2CA3

•RHN*
H i! weren't for you - it'd be hard to beeeve In anything1
Nice try • but OK isn't that far* Forever is a LONG timeyou're stuck! Love ya. SMER
•LUP, CRAIQ, KIRKNER, CHAD*
You miss us already' We Know W
•Love you guya-Reen A Sher

Two beoVm apt. ctoee to campus. A/C May 7 to Aug
25 $300 total Cal 353 6225
Urgent 'Reduced* Urgent
4 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, yard, porch, garage, huge
house
Summer only, close to school.
S120/mo 'person Negotiable 372-5526, Cretg

GRADUATION MESSAGES

Congratulattona. Terrt Coat
College «the best o( times and the worst ol times You
did it! Be proud, because we are so proud ol you With
love. Dad and Mary.
Parti.
Congrats' Al the hard work haa finally paid off! I'm so
proud of you'll miss you a fotl Love, Annette

Wando.Gato and Tony
To my feaow LB daaamatea-Congrats! At laaat aoma ol
ua ara graduating on time I"! ml— ya guya' Beth
YoBeep.
What car we aay-mla year haa been aeweeetl Foodright, you In a dreea. Go* and Dex. late night Krooartng.
The Dating Game and Jan. «1 track alar. #1 Mend
"You can't beet R"- thia year or you. We know there la
lomethmg incredible out there tor you!
Love ya. Your Buds
PS. Old we tea you how much we wH" mlaa you?

352-5620

328 S. MAIN

#

$100

EO "THE PIGEON MAN" HUSS
THANKS FOR HELPING ME SET NEW STANDARDS IN
THE BIOLOGY 0€PT FOR THE PAST 4 YEARS
YOU'RE ALMOST AS COOL AS ME FROM THOSE
WILD FRESHMAN DAYS AND HANGIN' FRIDAY
MORNING CHEM LABS TO OUR ALL TOO SERIOUS
STUDY SESSIONS AT THE OGG WE DID IT AND I'M
SORRY THAT I WILL NOW HAVE TO LEAVE MY
BOWLING GREEN "GRAD STUDENT BEHIND "
I LOVE YA. KID 1 I'LL MISS YOUI
AND "THE FLY WOMAN'' MUSIAL

IS YOURS TODAY!

fl usl briny this coupon to

CHAD STEELE
It's been a great 2'. years
I love you and I'll be with you
again in May 91
Debbie

ana sign a leas* on on* of tntim apartments for 1990 - 911

724 Sixth St.

'per apartment

Tim.
Congratulations. You did it.
I'm proud ol you!
" .
Love Susan

Congratulations Carolyn"1
Love Your Favorite Brother
Craig
,
Good Luck1"

Congrats Dawnie-Toots
For 3 years. You ve been the
..
best roomie ever!
^
Love ya. btev

NEWLOVE RENTALS
705 Seventh St.

SHERYL CLINOER
Congratulations-You made Itll
Thanks lor al the great memories Remember UNLIMITED HARMONY and Summer Tour You're the
BEST Love. Beth. Beth and Amy.

Wind
VIIUJ on Ihr ■
xpent'iici- Ihfl ;
ot luck lifter graduation & with
Ron You desei.
bast I I' inc.v. you

Yvette. Debbie. & Jell
Congratulations'
You guys are great!
Good Luck I'll Miss You!
S
Love. Ray

Congratulatii

FREE heat, water, Sewer & HBO

Surf on

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

down the

Dixie Highway

HAS OPENED A 2nd

to Toledo's
1 Tropical

#

$ BUY BACK $
THIS WEEK YOU CAN ALSO SELL YOUR BOOKS AT

THE UNION ■ FALCONS NEST

Night Spot

Come Live the Beach
Club Experience!
18 and over are welcome - Doors Bust
Open at 8 pm

25481 Dixie Hwy.
Perrysburg
874-222_2

COMPUTER BUY - FAIR PRICES

ss$$ssssss$sssss$sss$sssssssss$sss$
MON. APRIL 30th THRU THURS. MAY 3rd
9:00am - 5:00pm
FRIDAY, MAY 4th
9:00am - 3 00pm

Wednesday
is ladies

night!

SSI*/

Bring in
this coupon
and receive

$1 off cover

